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Characterizations of semisimple structures prove the equivalence of two kinds 
of conditions. Very roughly, one (the null radical) characterizes semisimplicity as 
the absence of a certain sort of substructure ( .g. no normal Abelian subgroup); 
the other (reducibility) characterizes a semisimple structure as a direct product of 
simples. Theorems of this sort require some sort of chain condition on ideals 
(normal subgroups) as a hypothesis. In this paper we consider versions of these 
results which make some definability hypothesis on the ideas. Not only do these 
variations arise naturally in model theory but they directly generalize the analysis 
of semisimple algebraic groups. Section 1 deals with several variations on the ‘null 
radical’ formulation and shows that under appropriate stability hypotheses the 
conditions involving definable subgroups are equivalent to those involving 
arbitrary subgroups. In Section 2 we prove a weak form of a decomposition i to 
simple groups. In Se&on 5 we &reduce the notion of an lu-semiregular g oup. 
These refine (for ‘s notion of a semiregular group. 
In Section 4 we a super-stable s misimple group 
(with monomial U-rank) as a pro gular groups. This generalizes 
Lascar’s analysis of semisimple groups of finite ey rank. Finally we show that 
any superstable group is an extension of a solvable group by an o-stable grmp. 
conclude with a list of blems. Some arose here; others seem more pressing 
than before in the light of 
r general algebraic background see [lS] or [ll]. Our model-theoretic 
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J. T. Bakiiwita, A. R&y 
follows [2] and [14]. For the interaction of group theory and model 
see (Gj and 1161. 
e first section of this paper 
specialization to 
s a foundational and pedagogical issue. 
categories of groups of a natural abstract 
that they in fact reduce to the same 
category. At the same time we outline 
major results about semisimple groups 
t use the word category the standard technical sense. Rather by a 
and specific notion of ‘subgroup’. 
six such categories. Our results are new only for the last two. 
old results for the third and fourth cases. 
detie the categories. We work in a fixed 
language L with a distinguished binary operation. A stable group is a stable 
structure for this language which is a group with respect to the distinguished 
. A subgroup H of a group G is type-dejiruzbk or (/\-definable) if 
universe of H is the intersection of a family of at most IL1 definable subsets 
G) and the CC unction of the & define a subgroup in every group 
elementarily equivalent to G which contains the parameters of the &. 
izat proved in [17] the import at if G is stable the #i in this 
chosen to define su ps. In fact, most of our type-definable 
arise in this way. 0 hand, Lascar and Berline in [6] 
at, again when G is stable, the intersection of any family of deF$able 
al to the intersection of at most IL1 definable subgroups. The 
ition follows easily from compactness. The saturation hypothesis 
to show the al subgroup is nontrivial (and in fact infinite). 
ily of i@zite 
e&ion is an infinite 
stable group, then the intersection of any 
roups of G which is closed under finite 
e the common 
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infirstcase;2hi is class of subgroup sati 
chain conditions. order to treat uniformly these two cases and various model 
theoretically defined classes we speak of categories of groups. 
The class of all groups with meaning subgroup. 
The class of finite groups up meaning subgroup. 
The class of algebraic ver an algebraically closed field 
meaning closed ( topology) connected subgroup. 
The class of groups detiable in an o-stable structure with 
meaning definable connected subgroup. 
S. The class of groups definable in a superstable structure with 
meaning /\-definable connected subgroup. 
The class of groups definable in a stable structure with 
subgroup meaning /\-definable connected subgroup. 
A Zariski-closed subgroup of an algebraic group over an algebraically closed 
field is definable and every such group is o-stable with finite rank so the fourth 
class generalizes the third. 
Finite groups of course satisfy the descending chain condition on subgroups. 
o-stable grou and a fortiori groups in category 3 satisfy the descending chain 
condition on subgroups. Proposition 1.2 provides a weaker kind of minimal 
condition for familr -subgroups in cat-gories 5 and . While infinite 
descending chains of ups may exist we can still find a lower bound. In 
this last case we must rict to saturated models to guarantee that the lower 
bound remains infinite. will be able to transport most of the important results 
back to arbitrary models. 
It would be plausible in the last four cases to omit the adjective connected in 
the definition of ‘subgroup’. There are two reasons for including it. Qn the one 
hand it widens tlz applicability of the theory, e.g., since SL(2, %) as well as 
PSL(2, %) is now semisimple. On the other hand it yields the maximal (i.e. 
ascending chain) condition on normal solvable subgroups which al us to prove 
the existence of a solvable radical (Proposition 1.7). By requiring ubgroups to 
be connected we obtain the maximal condition for the cases of algebraic groups, 
le groups of finite rank, and superstable groups of finite U-rank. 
now outline the general definition and program for discussing semisimple 
groups in each of the categories. There are two connotations to the word 
semisimple. Qne is ‘direct product of simples ‘0 the other is ‘absence of a radical’. , 
Under certain finiteness conditions precise versions of these notions are proved 
equivalent in various contexts. Our intention here is to provide a common 
eoretic generalization of several of these contexts. 
‘radical’ version; the ‘product of simples’ version shows 
1 LT. Boldwin, A. Pi&y 
. (i) The group G is simple if it contains no proper normal 
if ix contains no nontrivia! normal solvable 
of G if is a maximal normal 
e general program is 10 drofle two results: 
class is an extension of a solvable group by a semisimple 
semisimple groups. 
this schema in the model-theoretic context we have two possible 
(i) The group G is definab* simple if it contains no infinite 
group G is l\-definably simple if it contains no i&n&e normal 
izat’s proof [l7] that a proper normal /\-definable subgroup of a 
d group is contained in a proper normal definable subgroup and the fact 
in the sense of (i) just if every G’ elementarily 
valent to G is also definably simple shows that the definitions in 1.6 coalesce. 
resulting notion &@z&le simplicity. 
e group is one with no normal subgroups. A slight 
almost simple, is to only require that there be no 
paper we work entirely in the more general 
nuance to this problem arises because under certain 
conditions ‘infinite” can be replaced by ‘connected’. We discuss this in 
groups [6] proved a group is simple if and only if it is definably 
open whether this can be extended to stable groups. We show 
the analogous result does hold for stable semisimple groups. 
shows the existence of a ‘solvable radi 
two normal solvable groups is solvable. 
empted to define an ‘abelian radical’ but since 
tent subgroups is nilpotent a simiPar argument 
chain condition on 
roup, then each 
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Of course the ascending chain condition fails miserably in the category of all 
groups. It succeeds equally trivially for finite groups. holds for non-&iv 
reasons for algebraic groups and certain model-theoreti ly defined classes. 
particular we have the following corollary which specializes to the categories of 
algebraic groups and o-stable groups of finite rank. 
If C is a superstable group with finite U-rank, then G is solvable 
There are three parameters distinguishing the six conditions in the following 
theorem. The subgroup may be definable, /\-definable, or satisfy no definability 
condition. It may be solvable or abelian. It may be infinite or connected. The last 
two are simply appropriate variants for the category of the same condition. A 
definable connected group is infinite; a /\-definable co 
the ambient structure is JLI+-saturated. 
. Let G be a stable group. The first four of the following are 
equivalent; if G is JTI%aturated all six conditions are equivalent. 
(i) C has no normal infinite solvable subgroup. 
(ii) G has no normal infinite definable solvable subgroup. 
(iii) G has no normal infinite abelian subgroup. 
(iv) G has no normal infinite definable abelian subgroup. 
(v) G has no normal connected A-denable solvable subgroup. 
(vi) G Lucas nonormal connected l\-dej?nable abelian subgroup. 
The implications (i)-* (ii) and (iii)+ (iv) are trivial. It is easy to see that 
(ii) implies (iii) since if W is a normal infinite abelian subgroup of G then 
2(&(H)) is a definable normal infinite abelian subgroup of G. Corollary 1.14 
which we will now prove, shows (ii) implies (i) and (iv) implies (iii). Thus there 
are two equivalent conditions for ‘solvable’, two equivalent conditions for 
‘abelian’, and the ‘solvable’ conditions easily imply the ‘abelian’ conditions. Since 
[S] shows that a solvable stable group has a definable abelian subgroup of the 
same cardinality, (iv) implies (ii) and the ‘abelian’ conditions imply the ‘solvable’ 
conditions. If G is Ill+-saturated condition (v) is ‘sandwiched’ between (i) and 
(ii) by taking connected components and similarly for (iii), (vi) and (iv). 0 
Note that in the case of o-stable groups of finite rank (And algebraic groups) 
the descending central series is definable and the equivalence of the ‘solvable’ and 
‘abelian’ case is much easier. 
say a stsble group is semisimple if it satisfies any of the equivalent 
conditions of eorem 1.9. Note that a definably simpie group is semisimple. 
subset X of the g p G, let 2 denote the intersection 
110 LT. Lktdwin, A. Piihay 
rely on the following result fkom [17]. 
of elements g of G such that 
) denotes the no 
subgtuup of a stable gtoup 
hen A denotes the definable 
extend the result to stable groups. 
G is stable, ~T~%ztumted and AQBsG. If BfA k 
e so is each 0,. 
normalizes A. For, if not, for some 
of G which properly contains A and is 
Thus B s N,(A) which is type-definable by the previous 
ce: B normalizes A. 
oftheproofwith&tsCandAasD,wesee 
type-definable group. Consequently, so is I! = 
B/A is abelian, B c H and so B = H. Let r?r = &B& Since 
A and so B s I& i.e. B = R. By the definition of 12, [H, B] c A 
cation of this resuit is the following corollary (which also appears in 
. Let H be an n-step solvable subgroup of a stable (TI+-saturated 
(i) J&s an n-step solvable type-definable subgroup of G. 
(ii) There is a dkjinuble n-step solvable subgroup & containing H. 
ct on II. If n = 1, note that fi c Z&(H)) (which is actually 
a holds for k <rz and H is n-step solvable. By 
lian and by induction (p) is n - l-step solvable 
G any first order property sue as k-step solv&ility 
bPe subgroup of C can be seen by a straightforward 
to hold of a definable supergroup. Cl 
up of a stable gm..p 4;. There 
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t G* be a (T(+-saturated elemcnta extension of G. plying 
Corollary l.lB(ii), there is a definable subgrou * which contains and is 
n-step solvable. ut then by stability, HI n G is definable in G and a subgroup of 
an n-step solvable group is n-step solvable. Cl 
can now establish in our context he standard 
of a semisimple group is semisimple. need one 
exploited several tunes later on. 
Eact hat a normal subgroup 
technical fact which 1411 be 
Suppose and K are normal connected l\-denable sub- 
groups of G and h In K is finite. Then W and K commute. 
Fii h E H. Note that [h, K] s W n and so is finite. ThpIs, hK is finite. 
This implies &(h) has finite index in K and so by connectedness equals K. Since 
h wais arbitrary we finish. Cl 
Let H be a type-definable subgroup of a 1 TI+-saturated stable 
group G. If ‘II is not semisimple, H contains a characteristic infinite abelian 
subgroup which is definable porn the parameters used in the definition of El. 
is not semisimple, there is a normal type definable abelian 
H. Let KG& be a minimal normal infinite type-definable 
subgroup of H. Necessarily, K is abelian. Then every conjugate of K by an 
automorphism of W is also minimal type-definable infinite and abelian. Since K 
and each of its conjugates is connected and have finite intersection, Proposition 
1.15 implies they commute in pairs. mus the product R of the conjugates of G is 
abelian. So Z(C&)) is characteristic n H and a definable abelian subgroup of 
Thus, it is definable from the same parameters as H. 0 
t is now clear that semisimplicity is a property of the theory of a stable group 
G rather than just of 6. Formally, 
. Let G be stable and G* = G. If G is semisimple, so is G*. 
Suppose not; let G be a ITI+-saturated elementary extension of G*. 
Theorem 1.9 implies immediately dementary extension of a group which 
is not semisimple is ut if G is not semisimple, Lemma 1.16 
lies 61 contains a al abelian subgrou 
does G contrary to hypothesis. 51 
. Let G be a stab 
ble pubgroup of 6. Then 
ite 
1x2 LT. lhd&ih, A. XWay 
ut loss of generality G is ]T]%aturated. 
as a characteristic 
indicating the general form a characterization of 
and the various a ons to this form which 
For this we need the folio 
. (i) The group G is cente&ss comp&ely reducible (ccr) if G is 
direct product of nonabelian simple groups. 
group G is almost center& completely reducible (uccr) if G/K is 
to a direct product of nonabelian simple groups for some finite central 
the second case we say G is an ahnost direct product of the simple groups. 
means that there exists a family Hi of normal subgroups of 
which pairwise commute and such that the intersection of 
the product of the other Ii;- is finite. 
the ideal formulation of the aracterization theorem asserts 
. A connected isimple group is accr. 
holds for the category of algebraic groups. It comes as clo 
g for finite groups (where connectedness makes no sense). 
reisaccrgroup&uithGcGcAut(G) 
alogs of this result. The similarity of the 
is clearer if one recalls that a simple 
is &categorical [X5]. The third depends on 
the notion of cu-semiregularity introduced in Section 3. 
e Let G be a stable semisimple group. 
G is a connected o-stable group with finite rank, then G is an 
of almost strongly min 1 groups. 
i +-saturated connected stable group, then G is 
-dej%aable subgroup G of G which is an 
bly simple groups. 
-rank 
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In the second case we can replace definably simple by simple and /\-definable 
by definable if we strengthen the thesis to super-stable. The last two results 
ly of this paper. 
ave proved the results of this section for groups which are stable in their 
cult to see that the arguments here generalize to 
-definable subgroups of a stable group and we use this fact in Section 4. 
2. 
In this section we find in a stable semisimple group G a subgroup G such that 
G s acl G and G is a direct product of (definably) 
We begin with two model-theoretic facts which are used to prove this result. 
The first is a slight variant on an old remark [3]. 
Let {Hi : i E I) be a co#ection of nonabekn subgroups of a group G 
which commk in paim If I is infinite, then G has the independence property (and 
so is unstable). 
We show that for each IZ c o, each S in, and each m <n there are 
nts c, and dS such that [c,, &] = 1 if and only if rn E S. Choose, for i < n, 
ai, bi E Hi which do not commute. NOW let c,,, = a,,, and ds = 6s bi* This implies 
the formula [x, y] = 1 has the independence property. q 
again employ the descending condition on centralizers. 
Suppose G is a stable group and H is a normal subgroup of 6. Then 
G&(H) is ‘contained in the definable closure of H. 
Choose a finite subset Ijb 
G are in the same wset moo &-1 
if ha=hb for all hEHO. Thus t 
Ahsti h” = hg. 
his formula are 
ote that a and b in 
e deduce immediately 
01 subgroup of G, and CG 
ere is t t decomposition theorem. 
114 J. T. Baldwin, A. Pi&by 
. If G is a ITI+-saturated connected stable semisimple group, then G 
in the algebraic losure of a l\-definable subgroup e which is an 
almost direct product of l\-dejinable definably simple groups. 
Let { :i E I} be the set of type-definable minimal infinite normal 
subgroups of 6. The minimality guarantees that the Hi are connected. Since G is 
nonabelian. Clearly if i #j, then Hi n Hi is finite. So by 
commute pairwise. Thus by Lemma 2.1, I is finite. Now 
a connected characteristic subgroup of G which is type-definable. 
llary 2.3 to show G c acl G we need only show C,(G) is finite. But if 
not, C&) must contain one of the Hi which is therefore abelian. But this 
contradicts the semisimplicity of G. El 
It remains only to note that the following lemma shows each Hi is a definably 
simple group. The lemma extends a similar observation for o-stable groups that 
is made in [Ml. 
25. Suppose G is a ITI+-saturated connected stable semisimple group 
and H is a kikimal type-d$%able infinire normal subgroup of G. Then H is 
dqimzbly simple. 
Suppose for contradiction that H is not definably simple. By Lemma 2.1 
there are a finite number K1, . . . , K, of minimal type-definable (in G) normal 
subgroups of H. Conjugation of H by an element of G induces a permutation of 
the Ki. Since the intersection of any two Ki is fmite, by compactness there exists 
for each i a definable subgroup KF of G containing Ki such that distinct K: 
intersect in a finite set. Let A be a finite collection of formulas such that every 
conjugate of any of s definable by an instance of a formula in A. Now let 
Li be a minimal ble subgroup containing Ki. An element g E G 
to Ki if and only if it conjugates Li to Lj. Thus the action of G by 
H induces a definable action which permutes the finitely many Li. 
G is coMecte8, each Li is normal in G. A fortiori, each Ki is normal in G. 
ality of H, each Ki = H. That is, H is definably simple. 0 
table, the definably simple factors are actually simple. 
ciis remove the saturation hypothesis in 
1 simple subgroup of the IT!‘- 
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7#~&, b) is inconsistent. ut then, since HaG, there is an m such that for any 
the formula &,(Q, b) defhres H. Cl 
We can now conclude 
If G is Q superstable semi-simple group, then there is a definable 
subgroup e 0; G which is an almost direct product of simple groups such that 
G s acl(G). 
By Theorem 2.4 we find a G in a 17’1 rated elementary extension of 
e grven 6. Fly Lemma 2.6 G is definable. t as the product of the minimal 
type definable normal subgroups G is characteristic and thus O-definable. The 
conclusion ow transfers back to G. Cl 
This section depends on some rudimentary but important conseqinences of the 
Lascar inequalities for U-rank. The first is ell known. If U(q) = o”k and 
U(p) < o* rhen p I q. Note that in fact p is hereditarily orthogonal to q(p A q) 
in the sense that every extension of p is orthogonal to 4. Secondly, if U(q) = o”k 
then 4 can be decomposed as (i.e. is bidominant with) @pi where each pi is a 
regular type of rank 0”. (This remark is contained in the proof of Proposition 5 
of [ 131.) Finally, recall the transitivity of ‘U-rank is less than o @‘: if U(a ; bB) < 
wOand U(b;B)<o”then U(a;B)<w”. 
It is easy to find examples of regular types which do not have U-rank COG or 
even monomial U-rank. For the first just take a single equivalence relation with 
infinitely many infinite classes. For the second take the theory of o + 1 refining 
equivalence relations with finite splitting. Note that in the second case, the type 
of rank o + 1 is nonorthogonal in T”q to a type of rank 1 but is orthogonal to any 
type of rank o. 
Recall that a super&able group G is a-connected if G has no proper definable 
subgroups 4K with U(G/K) C d. If G has monomial U-rank oak, then G is 
connected if and only if G is a-connected [6, IV.4.61. Corollary IV.23 of [6] 
asserts that any superstable simple group has monomial U-rank. 
. netted stable group G, we denote by qG t 
type of G. 
the practice in commutative ring t 
as primary, we define the concept of a 
J. T. J A May 
Q iSP if q is bidominan 
is p-primary then for r,fqhidonlyifr,Zp. 
nality class of p. 
memiregular group. 
U-rank as an almost 
deooamposition generalizes the kinds 
rem 1.21) since a group which is 
3.16) is cu-semiregular. 
q is twemi.*eg&r with respect to p where 
u if for some k, U(q) = o”k and 
connected superstable gro~~p G Y with respect to p if qs 
demand of or-serniregularity.exceeds p-primacy by demanding that the k 
q &Jp’ is the coefficient of the U-rank. We see below that this imposes the 
ostensibly stronger requirement that q is p+imple. 
apply the following technical remark on several occasions. 
=o=k, 6=(bl,... , bJ is an independent 
for each! i, U(bi; M) = ma. Then U(a; bM) < 
inequality we have 
) s U(b; aM) @ U(a; 
m this inequality and the hypotheses we %ve 
me each bi depends omination), U(6; 
ways). On the other 
onversely, if k = I the last 
iregularity and p- 
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. (i) A stationary type Q is hereditariiy orthogonai to a type p 
(written Q & p) if every extension of 4 is orthogonal to p. 
(ii) The stationary type q is p-simple (where p is regular) if there exist B, C, 
that c realizes q 1 B, I is a set of independent realizations ofp 1 B and 
U I) =I p. The minimal cardinatity of such I is the p-weight of q, 
wtJq). We sometimes horten wtJt(a; B)) to wtJa/ 
(6) The group G is p-semiregular (of weight II) if G is connected, qG is 
p-simple, and qG !&.7ne 
. If G is cu-semiregular with respect to p, then G is p-semiregular. 
b. We must show q = qG is p-simple. Since q opk, there is a very saturated 
model a realizing qM and I realising the nonforking extension of pk to 
that a and I are bidominant over It suffices to show that t(c; 
hereditarily orthogonal to p. Noting ) = o a 111, this now follows immediately 
from Proposition 3.4 (using I for 6) and the obsewation which opened the 
section. 0 
When a! is 0 we get a more familiar notion. 
An o-stable O-semiregular group is almost strongly minimal. 
assumption, qG is bidominant with pk for some type p (without loss of 
stationary j which has U-rank 1. We show in the next paragraph that p 
is nontrivial; by [8] ey rank 1. As in the previous argument we can find 
a saturated model and I realising the nonforking extension of 
such that a and I are bidominant over M. Again, by Proposition 3.4, 
1. Thus G is contained in the algebraic closure of a strongly 
minimal set. 
Since G is a group Q@ is nontrivial. Over some quite saturated model M choose 
a triple ( aI, a2, ag) to witness the nontriviality and for each i a sequence 
6j= <by, l l . , bf) which is bidominant with ai. Let I be minimal SO that 
b!, . f . , biTM &-b2. Three elements from 6, U h2 U (b!, . . . , b:} form a triangie 
over the rest so p is a.antrivial. Cl 
e = oak and X is a set of realizations of regular 
which have rank oa, such that a X but a iM V for any proper 
Then X is an independetit set ove 
r any x E - {x}. Then aJMXx. 
the initial observation of this section again yields t(x; 
U(x; )3d and so since 
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possible meanings for the 
ogonal to the generic 
if for any sequence C’E q is orthogonal to 
may be contained in the algebraic closure of a group N 
is orthogonal to the generic of H. (See e.g., Exercise 17 
rr nonorthogonal to H in the se defined here. 
most interested in products of cu-semiregular groups. 
The subgroup H of a group G is centerlevs lu-complerely reducible 
is a finite ahnost direct product of subgroups Hi satisfying the 
s. Each Hi is normal in G and /\-definable over acl($). For 
pi Of Hi is cu-semiregular with respect t0 pi for a regular type pi 
O* and the iii are pairwise orthogonal. 
enever we deal with an cu-ccr group we will assume that the associated 
subgroups and types are denoted pi, fii and Hi. 
Suppose q ,i! H, H is ar-ccr, and U(q) = oak. If q is primary, then 
f or some i.
a large saturated model and a realize q”. Since q ,ZH, for some 
ment of Ii is a product of generics and 
of realizations of the pi, we may assume that 
for some i. Since each realization of pi is 
ns of pi, we may assume X is a set of 
If .X has minimal cardinal@, by Proposition 3.8, X is 
) so q J!pi for some i. Since q is primary 
the i rot be utique and q is domination equivalent to a power of pi. Cl 
e following tee nical property of U-rank plays a crucial role in later 
ents. 
) and suppose off. Suppose further that 
) < o a and each x E 1 realizes a type ;I, over with U-rank aa. 
I’ is a basis for I over 
“k and all x E I realize the same type p E S( 
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(i) Let I’ be a basis for I. Then U(I - I’; I’) < o” so by ‘transitivity of 
. less than w @‘, U(c; ) < OS By the triviality of nonorthogonality 
J!p, for some x E I’ w is more than required. 
e may choose a representative, r, of the nonorthogonality class of any 
nonorthogonal to 4, with U(r) = oa. Thus, if 
u(d;cM)c@a. y ‘transitivity of U-rank less than wa’, U(d; 
r zp. have shown every regular type nonorthogonal to 4 is nonorthogonal to 
p so q is p-primary. Cl 
The class of cY_semiregular type satisfies the following important closure 
condition. 
3. a. Suppose that for i < r, t(bi; A) is a+semiregular with respect tQ 
p, c E acl(bo, . . . , b,+), and U(c;A) = oak (for some k). Then t(c; A) is 
cu-semiregular with respect to p. 
Without loss of generality, A is the universe of an extremely saturated 
model M. For i < r, let 4 be an independent sequence of realizations of pM which 
is bidominant with bj and let P denote the union of the Zj. 
We note first that U(c; LM) < aa. Since each pi is a-semiregular with respec 
p, Proposition 3.4 implies U(bi; IM) < oa SO U(bO, . . . z b,_,; IM) <: ma. 
‘transitivity of U-rank less than ma’, U(c; ZM) c 0”. Lemma 3.12@) shows that 
4 = t(c; M) is p-primary. 
Since q is p-primary, we can choose J so that c &,.I and J DM CJ (i.e. J is a 
p-basis of M[c]). Extend J to J’ a basis for JI over M. We have U(c; JIM) C aa. 
Applying Lemma 3.12(i) to J’ and JI we see U(c; J’M) < ma. Now (J’ - J) lM J 
so, by our special choice of J, (J’ -J) llrr cJ and thus c iMJ (J’ -J). ence 
U(c; JM) < ma. By 3.4, IJI = k and we finish. 0 
Now we see that cy -s~nLregular g oups exist. We begin with a model-theoretic 
version and then translate to the group theoretic situation. We are just squeezing 
a little more information from the existence arguments of Hrushovski for 
p-simple types and p-semiregular groups. 
We need one rnokG property relating the U-rank of a type 4 with the U-rank of 
regular types nonorthogonal ;o 4. If U(q) = walnl + . . . + wa9zk with al > l l l > 
cyk, then there is a regular type r which is not orthogonal to 4 with U(r) = oak 
[la, Lemma 7.51. 
Let q = tp(alA) where A is algebraically closed. If p is a regular 
-rank (necessarily of the form 03 which is nonorthogonal to q there 
is an e E dcl(aA) sue/r that t(e; A) is axsemiregular wi 
J. T. , A. P&y 
Yn. . .) and thus since e E acl(Aa) 
nd basic property of 
some n, e ~dcl 
t(e;k3 U {YI, . . . , Y,)) 
tp(e; ,4 U { &, . . . , Y,}) is not or- 
From the remark prewKng this le 
U(e;A) = U(e;A L {Y,, . . _ , =om 
for some m G n. Now by Lemma 3.12, tpfe; A) is p-primary and then by Lemma 
3.13, ) is clu-semiregular with respect to p. 
) replace it by an element e’ of Me9 that is equidefinable with 
njugates over Au. Each conjugate is lu-semiregular and is in 
). Applying again the remark before this lemma U(e’; A) = 
mmas 3.12 and 3.13 yield that t(e’; A) is cw-semiregular 
Suppose G is a connecte arpemtable group which is normal in a 
group G* M(; p i5 a regular type at least U-rank, mK> 0, which is 
ogonul to the generic q of C. there is a definable KCE which is 
in C* such that G/K is in&de -semireg&r with respect to p. 
over b, let 
at as an element of %P, fb E 
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where ( ol, o*) is generic over b and e is the identity of G. , if a is a generic 
of G, we show fa is interdefinabl For this we need to show 
that for any al, a2e= G, alaF1 = f’&. Suppose first that 
Let ( cpI, 02) be generic G* x G over {a;, a2}. Then (olagl, a202) 
for G* x G over (ala 
f&h 02) =f(WWWl") =f ((~~az")a2az)(a~az1)a2~i1))o 
So by the defnrition of falaF1 and since ala;* E K, 
f ((~~az”)(a2~2)(alaz1)(a24i1)) =f ((~~az’)(a2~2)e(a2ai1~) =f&b9 02). 
Reversmg the steps of this argument shows that fi, = fa, implies al and a2 are 
congruent mod K. A similar computation with generic-s shows that K is normal in 
G*. 
We now need Fact 2.3 of [lo]: If f is the germ of a map with domain q and 
range r, then there is a B which is independent from f and a set 2 of realizations 
of r 1 B such that f is definable over B U I. This result implies that for some B 
independent from fa, fa is defhrable over B WI where Z is a set of realizations of 
r 1 B. Since U(r) = We, we conclude Wuti; B) = 0% + )I for some k and some 
y < 05 If y # 0, the remark before Lemma 3.14 implies there is an r’ JL t&; B) 
with U(r)) < d. Since fa is definable from d, r’ ,i!q which contradicts the choice 
of 1~. Thus U(tcf4; B)) = 0%. 13y Lemma 3.13, tCfa;.B) is cw-semiregular. As & is 
interdefinable with a generic of G/K we finish. q 
Now we can slightly improve Hrushovski’s observation that a simple super- 
stable group is semiregular. ( actually states a version for stable groups.) 
some 4x 
. If G k a simple superstable group, then G is cu-semiregular for 
The next lemma allows us to assume that any product of cu-semiregular groups 
satisfies the orthogonality conditioms in the definition of LY-CR. 
* If and are connected subgroups of a superstable group G 
which are cw-semiregular with respect to a type p and n H2 is finite, then H1 
a+semiregular. 
t al and a2 be independent realizations of the generic types of 
commutes with 
LT. Baldwin, A. P&y 
and H2 are connected we could (with some further argument) replace 
thesis HI n & is finite by the hypothesis U(H, n 
ne, +ed slsperstable group such that V(G) = 
en G is cu-semiregular if and only if G/L is 
From the rank hypotheses and Corollary 8.2 of !6] it is easy to see that 
0%. Let g realize the generic of G and g, the canonical 
g, realize the generic type of GIL. Fix saturated model M and 
o be independent realizations of regular types over M which are 
g and g respectively. As noted at the beginning of the section we 
can assume that each member of I or J realises a type of rank OS Note that 
c oQ while U(g; gM) = 0. Moreover, each x E I (J) 
the ‘transitivity of U-rank less than OS we conclude 
E J (I) depends on g (g). Since g c] I and g 0 J, we conclude that each 
). Thus y]=wtJ%vtI=]I) and EIi=wtI%vtJ=CJI. 
G is a-semiregular. Then III= k and consequently ]JI = k. 
n be taken to realize some pk and each x E J depends on 
J can be taken as an independent sequence realizing some regular type 
nonorthogonal to p. So G/L is alsO e-semiregular. Reversing the roles of G and 
G/L we 8nish. Cl 
Let G s G* be a semisimple connected superstable group with 
is not cu-semireguhq then G has a proper definable 
reouer, K is acl(@-definable and normal in 6% 
eorem 3.15, there is a definable, normal in G *) and acl 
subgroup L of G such that G/L is cu-semiregular and infinite. By Lemma 3.18, if 
U(L) c OS then G is cu-semiregular. 0 
nclude this section by characterizing semisimple groups of monomial 
with ‘smaW coefficient. 
Let 6; be a connected semisimple group with U(G) = oak. Then 
k 3 3. If k = 3,‘c is cu-semiregular. 
“k and k at most 2 are solvable [4]. 
3.19 unless G has proper definable normal 
of generality (by Coroll 
e a-connected component of 
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need the following pro 
Suppose G is superstable and 
definable su&oup 
cu-connected. If H is a normal 
of G with rank less than w a, then H s Z(G). 
y Lemma 2.2, ) and thus has rank less than OS So 
&(H) = G (~JJ cu-connectedness) as required. 
re is the main result of this section. 
Let G be a semisimple connected superstable group with monomial 
U-rank oak. Then G is a finite almost direct product of ctefinable normal 
semiregular groups. 
first assume G is ILl+-saturated and then eliminate that assumption. 
We must work through a rather arcane induction hypothesis. That is, we work 
with a subgroup K of G and show that K can be written as a product of groups 
which are normal in G. In the end we take K = G to conclude the result. But we 
need to consider subgroups K of G since finding subgroups normal in K would 
not stice. 
Now we will prove by induction on n: 
( * ) Let G be a semisimple connected superstable group. Let KXIG be 
/\-definable over acl(0) and have monomial U-rank m “n. Then K is cy-ccr. 
By Theorem 3.20 we know the result holds trivially for n < 3. Suppose (* ) 
holds for k c n. 
We deduce from Corollary 3.19 that there is a /\-definable over acl(0) proper 
subgroup H of K which is normal in G with U(H)> ma. By taking the 
a-connected component we can choose H so that U(H) = o”k and k is maximal 
for any such H that is a proper subgroup of K. Since the cu-connected component 
p is invariant in that group, this requirement leaves H /\-definable over 
y induction H is e-ccr. By Lemma 3.17 we may assume the factors Hi of 
H are pairwise orthogonal. e first show CK( 
Suppose for contradiction that U(C#)) 3 CCI~ and let L denote the LY- 
al and abelian so, G being 
so by the maximality of k, 
so by induction L is LH, i.e. K, is 
y Lmma 4.1, 
.3. Thus we can assume 
is a product of at least two cu-semiregular f ctors. 
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might fail the last condition.) 
applying Lemma 3.11 again (this time with 
ty of G implies that C nR is 6nite. Let N be the a-connected 
normal in G and contains HI. By induction each factor of R is 
&table. Thus both C and N are acl($)-definable. 
The crucial remark is that N properly contains HI. If not, we can replace the 
definable N* with N s N* s C, N*aG N* s H*, and 
say). Now we will see that for every u E K/H*, 
natural map from K/N* onto K/C with kernel C/N. 
) < Ok, U(u; a’) c oQ if a realizes the generic of K/N* and a’ is its 
der this map. But ti E dcl@) and so by transitivity of U rank less than 
; if) c crp? But this contradicts the observation above that the generic of 
orthogonal to every sequence from R. We conclude that N properly 
contains HI. 
So we have U(N) = OF&,> w”kl = U(U,). Moreover, N n fi is finite and N 
So NR is /\-definable connected and has U-rank greater than 
ality of H, NH= K. N is a normal subgroup of K with 
CO Qkl C o “k. So by induction N, as well as fi, is cy-ccr so their product K is 
n G we want to show that the Hi 
pty set. We know that each Hi = 
we conclude that for each 
respectively that are definable 
intersection of the for 
j and such that G is an 
Semihple s:able and superstable groups 
saw in Section 1 t ple group is one 
abelian subgroup is ‘small’. The arguments of this sect 
approach to small-replacing ‘finite’ by ‘U-rank less than 
125 
ich every normal 
suggest a ditsrent 
If G has no normal definable abelian s 
greater than oreequal 
soup with U rank 
We, then G is a+semhimple. 
This idea leads to the following theorem which can be ved along the same 
line as Theorem 4.2. 
el Let G be a connected supetstable gro 
tank oak. If G is cu-semisimple, then G is a finite product 
cu-semiregular groups Hi such that if i # j, U(Hi 17 Hi) C off. 
‘th monomial U- 
definable normal 
We combine this fact with an important result of 
model-theoretic condition for cu-semisimplicity. 
shovski 
. Let G be a supetstable group with U-tank 
to get a 
oak. If a 
locally modular tegulat type p is nonorthogonal to the gene 4: of @, then G is not 
cu-semisimple. 
We may assume G is connected. If G is cu-semisimple, Theorem 4.4 
allows us to write G as n Hi where the Hi are cu-semiregular and have ‘small’ 
intersection. But then ,EJ must be nonorthogonal to q = qHi for some i. As q is p 
semiregular and p is locally modular, by Corollary 5.4 of [lo], Hi is abelian. Since 
each Hi has U-rank greater than or equal oQ we have a contradiction. Cl 
Note that if G ha finite U-rank 0-semisimple coincides with the notions of 
semisimple studied in Section 1. Now we use Buechler’s dichotomy between local 
modularity and w-stability. 
o-stable. 
. [f G is a supetstable semisimple group of finite U-tank, then C is 
By Theorem 4.2, we can write H as Hi where each Hi is pi-semiregular 
for some regular type pi, which since G has finite U-rank, has U-rank 1. By [8], pi 
has m-rank 1. So by [7], each pi either has Morley rank i or is locally modular. If 
any pi is locally modular, we contradict the semisimplicity of G by Corollary 4.5. 
ut if each pi has orley rank 1, it is easy to see that G i? o-stable as 
required. Cl 
Combining this analysis with Section 1 we obtain 
LT. Balitwin, A. P&y 
. Let G be CI s ble group of finite U-rank. Then there is a 
row is solvable and G/ 
1.8 asserts at G is solvable by misimple; by Corollary 1.14 
able subgroup is definable; and Theorem asserts that the semisimple 
part is o-stable. 0 
s section we discuss some problems which arise from or are exacerbated 
. Is a stable 
elementary equivalence 
definably simply group simpie? 
between stable groups? 
Is simplicity preserved by 
Can one characterize those properties which hold for stable groups if 
and only i they hold for type-definable subgroups of (TI+-saturated stable 
groups? 
This is relevant o a most vexing problem. 
. Can the saturation hypothesis be eliminated from Theorem 2.4? 
A pure group is a structure (6, 0) with no further basic relations. The next 
question is the semisimple version of similar problem raised for simple o-stable 
groups by Lascar [12]. 
Is a connected semisimple stable pure group an almost direct product 
of simple ioups? An attempt o answer this question affirmatively on the model 
of algebraic groups leads to the following question. Let G be semisimple 
ITI+-saturated and stable (or even o-stable of finite rank). Does the group of 
inner automorphisms of G have finite index in the group of definable automorph- 
isms of G? 
oup has a unique maximal centerless completely reducible 
at if G is semisimple and stable then G # I? 
a positive result holds by Corollary 2.7 and the same 
extend the result to stable groups if Question 1 were 
sitive answer to the following question would 
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